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chevetico
Chevetico, is the way loving to refer to a car brand chevrolet chevette, especially of the chevette line coupé; He is called
as well for being a small car.

chevitaxi
A chevitaxi is a taxi brand chevrolet chevette line.

chevrolet 56
The 1956 chevrolet model, better known as the chevrolet 56, was a car manufactured by the automotive company
Chevrolet. 

chevrolito
The prisionero was a truck brand chevrolet, owned by Rafael Escalona vallenata music composer.  The prisionero is
mentioned in the song of the same name, starring Bovea and his Vallenatos.

chevrolito
The prisionero was a truck brand chevrolet, owned by Rafael Escalona vallenata music composer.  The prisionero is
mentioned in the song of the same name, starring Bovea and his Vallenatos.

chéchere
A chechere is a utensil, a junk or any objects of personal use. In Venezuela is equivalent to " coroto ".

chibcha
Chibcha : 1- Pre-Columbian Amerindian people originating from the highlands of the eastern mountain range of
Colombia.    2- Amerindian linguistic family whose speakers mostly belong to extinct tribes

chibolo
Chibolo: ( 41 masculine noun; Bump that appears in the head after a coup, which is generally passed.

chica águila
In Colombia, the " girls Eagle " are a group of models that are selected and contracted by the brewery Eagle for the
promotion of them different drinks made by that company, between them the beer agulia.

chica águila
In Colombia, the " girls Eagle " they are a group of models that are selected and contracted by the Eagle Brewery for the
promotion of different beverages made by that company, including Eagle beer.

chica gogó
A girl go-go ( in English go-go girl ) was a dancer who acted in discos and nightclubs in New York and other cities of the
United States of America in the Decade of the 1970s.

chicanear



Chicanear: (v.  ) Boast, to flaunt something.

chicanero
Chicanero and chicanera: ( adj.  ) A person who flaunts anything.

chicas alegres
In the legendary western United States, the girls who served customers at amusement sites called saloons were known
as "merry girls." 

chicha
In colombia, a chicha is a refreshing drink: chicha of rice, corn, pineapple, cooked rice, cooked rice with pineapple shell.
Chicha in addition to the above ingredients can also be added you others such as cinnamon, odor, essence of vanilla
and sugar, Brad obviously.

chicharra paralizadora
The " 34 crippling cicada; It was a non-lethal weapon that used El Chapulin Colorado as means of Defense, which
consisted of a kind of Horn than to be triggered once could paralyze a target ( human or animal ) and to be operated
twice returned him mobility.

chicharrazo
Chicharrazo: ( s. m.   )  Sound produced by the crippling cicada, non-lethal weapon used by El Chapulín Colorado in the
television series of the same name.  With a chicharrazo, El Chapulín could paralyze a person, and with two chicharrazos
returned him mobility.

chicharronada
A chicharronada is a succulent meal composed of a good portion of pork accompanied by cassava, plantain or flour or
corn bun.

chicharronería
Chicharronería ( feminine noun ) .   Commercial premises for the sale of greaves. 

chicharrón
In Colombia it is called " chicharrón " a problem, mess or difficulty: "Eladio ran his car over a motorcyclist and now has
tremendous pork rinds!  ".

chicharrón
Chicharrón: m. piece of pork with leather that is cooked and then fried in their own fat.

chichipato
Chichipato is an adjective used in the colloquial language, meaning: stingy, miserly, apprehension.

chicho
Chicho: m. loving treatment that Mauricio is given to the proper name.



chicle
Chewing gum: ( s. m.  ) Different flavors of chewing gum. Occurs in small tablets that to be chewed, they acquire a
Pasty consistency.

chicle bomba
Chewing gum or gum that after chewing can be inflated by leaving a small balloon by mouth. This action make bubbles
with gum chewing is characteristic of women.

chiclear
Tap: ( vb.  ) Chewing gum.

chiclets
The chiclets, also called gum, are some sour gum of different flavors. Occur in small pills that to be chewed, they
acquire a Pasty consistency.

chico de billar
In colloquial parlance a billiards party is called a billiards guy. 

chicote
Whip: m. In Colombia it is called whip to a piece of wood.

chilanga
Chilanga: Name vulgar to that given to the testicle in the colloquial language. Example: " no longer be scratching you the
chilangas and let's work ".

chilena en fútbol
In football, a Chilean is a spectacular and acrobatic move in which a player, with their backs to the goal and suspended
in the air, pushing the ball with one or both feet, passing it over his body, bound to the framework.

chilenos
Chileans: ( Plural of Chilean ) People born in Chile, country in South America.

chimiri waka
chimiri waka is incorrectly written and should be written as "waka waka" being its meaning:<br>Waka Waka ( This is
Africa )  It is a song performed by the Colombian singer Shakira: " waka waka, eh eh ". This was the official song of the
World Cup of FIFA, held in South Africa in 2010. The original name of this song is " 34 sangalewa;.

chin ho
Chin Ho was a detective attached to the 5-0 division of the Hawaii Island Police.  Of Chinese origin, this investigator
sometimes accompanied Inspector Steve McGarrett director of the aforementioned secret division of the Police.  The
detectives of Five-0 were characterized by operating impeccably dressed (with sack and tie), always equipped with
short-range automatic weapons. 

chinchilla



Chinchilla is a surname which is believed to be of Spanish origin. In Spain, this surname is very common.

chinchorro
A small boat is a hammock made of network, which is a tendency among two sticks or lumber and serves to rest.

chinchurria
Chinchurria is the name given in the colloquial language of the small intestine of the res

chingar
Chingar: (v.  ) Disturb, annoy.   Mainly used in Mexico.

chingonería
In Mexico, a chingoneria is a very important, unique, relevant and commendable action.

chinito
Chinaman is the diminutive form of Chinese.

chinuano
Chinuano ( na ) .    Gentilicio of people born in the municipality of Chinú, in the department of Córdoba in Colombia.

chipichipi
A chipichipi is a light rain, a drizzle.

chipriota
Cypriot : Originating from Cyprus, Mediterranean Island.

chips
Chips, was a television series, also known as " Patrol motorized " Starring Larry Wilcox and Erick Estrada, who made
the role of two wheelers roamed various highways and roads of the State of California ( U.S.A.  ) to maintain order and
combating crime in its various forms.

chiqueo
Made to treat someone with tenderness and affection.

chiqui
Chiqui: adj. Apocope of chiquito.

chiqui
Chiqui: Form loving call or refer to a person of stature, a man or a woman.

chiquilín
Boy, na: Chiquitin, toddler, chiquitico.



chiquillería
Chiquillería : ( s .   F.  ) Crowd of children.

chiquillo
Kid.    1- Diminutive of boy.    2- Surname of Spanish origin.    3- Child. 

chiquillo
Kid.    1- Diminutive of boy.    2- Surname of Spanish origin.    3- Child. 

chiquillos
Kids: ( Plural of boy ) A child is a child.

chiquitico
Chiquitico or tiny: adj. small diminutive. Synonyms: Pequenito, toddler, boy, boy, chiqui.

chiquitito
Diminutive of chico.

chiquitín
Chiquitín and chiquitina: child and very young girl.

chiquito
Chiquito, is the name given to the anus in colloquial language, especially to the anus of women.

chiquitos
Chiquitos: Province of Bolivia, located at the center of the Department of Santa Cruz. It has a population of 70,000
inhabitants approximately. Its name is the tribe of Los Chiquitos, originating in this territory settlers. Its provincial capital
is San José de Chiquitos.

chiquitos
Chiquitos is the name of a tribe of Bolivia.

chirrete
Chirrete: 1 - person badly dressed, tattered, dirty, usually is a destitute or inhabitant of the street. 2 thief, gang member,
malandrín.

chirri
Chirri: (adj.  ) Inhabitant of gamin, street, chirrete, indigent.

chirrinche
It is the name given in the Colombian Caribbean coast to a liqueur prepared using traditional methods.



chirrín
El: ( colloquial ) Person badly dressed, dirty and tattered, and that because of the consumption of hallucinogenic drugs,
is dedicated to commit thefts and raponazos.

chismografiar
Chismografiar: ( vb.  ) Gossip, gossip.

chismosear
Gossip: ( vb.   ) Have news or gossip about the things private from others, in a candid manner or with malicious intent
and without the certainty that such news and gossip are true.

chismoso
Gossip (and gossip).   A person who is prone to finding out and gossiping. 

chispita mariposa
A butterfly chispita is a firework or Fireworks game which consists of a small bar cover of gunpowder that the turn
launches lights in the shape of stars.

chito
In Colombia, it is called " chito " the penis of the little baby.

chiviar
Chiviar: ( vb.  ) In journalism, give a first news that everyone, especially when it is news of great importance.

chivirico
Rafael Dávila Rosario, better known as Chivirico Dávila, was a salsa singer.  Of Puerto Rican origin, this singer was
based for a long time in New York, specifically in the Bronx. 

chiviríco
Chivirico Davila, whose name of stack was Rafael Davila Rosario, was a singer of " salsa " of Puerto Rican origin. Once
it became part of the grouping of Ricardo Ray.

chocoano
Chocoano ( and Chocoana ) 1- Person born in the department of Chocó in Colombia.   2- Relative or belonging to this
department. 

chococono
Chococono: m. Also called Chocohelado. It is usually an ice cream cone, vanilla, chocolate-coated.

chocodate
Chocodate, is the way Kiko pronounces the word chocolate, in the program EL CHAVO DEL OCHO.  Kiko, played by
Carlos Villagrán, is a child of approximately 10 years old, who suffers from a condition called anquiloglosia (anchored
tongue, and colloquially glued tongue), which restricts the range of motion of the tongue, which prevents him from
pronouncing correctly or clearly some words. 



chocoflan
A chocoflan is a flan with chocolate flavor.

chocolatada
A hot chocolate is a social event in which there is a high consumption of chocolate, mainly based on this food beverage.

chocoleche
It is a drink whose main ingredients are chocolate and milk.  In Colombia it is developed and distributed by Alpine.

chocorazo
A chocorazo is a hit with any cooking utensil.

cholao
The cholao is a prepared drink with water, crushed ice, fruit juice and scents.

chombo
1- Rodney Sebastian Clark, better known as El Chombo is a Panamanian executive producer and composer of
reguetón.  He was producer for some time of the musical group called THE TALES OF THE CRIPTA.    2- THE BLACK
CHOMBO, is the title of a song performed by Joe Arroyo with the group of Fruko and his Tesos. 

chonchito
Chonchito, ta: 1 - little pig, little pig.  2 is told affectionately to a person of small stature and very plump.

choncho
Choncho: 1 - (sust.  ) Given name in colloquial language the pig.   2. (adj.  ) Fat, obese man.  Synonym: Rechoncho.

chones
In Mexico, he is called chones ( in plural ) to the tights.

chonto
Chonto: Apelativo that two Colombian exfutbolistas have been known: "chonto" Herrera and "chonto" Gaviria.

choperena
Choperena is a surname of unknown origin, which can be found in Magdalena department in Colombia. 

chopo
Poplar: m. firearm similar to a pistol, with capacity for a single cartridge, made by hand. Synonym: 40 Changon; also in
colloquial language ).

chori
Chori is the nickname with which was known the fearsome criminal who was part of the band "Rascabuches" in the
television series El Chapulín Colorado.  "El Chori" was performed by Rubén Aguirre.



chori-perro
A chori-perro is a dog hot that instead of sausage has been prepared with chorizo.

chorote
Chorote, is an adjective that applies to that fruit is not ripe, or even made, and therefore is not suitable for picking up,
and much less to eat.

chorrera
Chorrera is the name of a population located in the Department of Atlantic in Colombia, in vicinity of the municipalities of
Baranoa and Juan of Acosta, in the same Department.

chócoro
In the popular jargon, he said is any device, object, instrument or device useable or unusable: "Please pass me that
chocoro that I'll make a call ".  2 Also is commonly used to name any Cookware like pot, pot, frying pan, pot, etc.

chubby
Chubby: English word meaning in Spanish: plump, chubby.

chubby
The chubby community is a group within the gay community. The Chubbys are characterized by being fat, chubby,
plump or very fat.

chuby
chuby is incorrectly written, and should be written as "chubby" being its meaning:<br>The community " chubby " It is a
group within the gay community. The " chubbys " they are characterized for being fat or plump. The name arises
because, precisely, chubby is an English word which in Spanish translates to fat, plump, stubby.

chuchutren
This Word does not exist in the Spanish language, however it is mentioned in the song "Timbalero" by Willie Colón.  She
Héctor Lavoe says: "."  .  . I'm going to the Moon, I mounted on a chuchutren.  .  . "

chulada
Chulada : ( f .  ) 1- Pretty thing, showy and eye-catching .   2- Attitude or insolent or inseemful action typical of an
ill-educated person.

chulería
Chulería : ( s .   F.  ) Set or meeting of cute women.   The definition has its origin in the fact that in colloquial language, a
"chula" woman is a pretty woman.

chuleta
Chop: f. small portion of the spine or rib ( with flesh ) pork; boiled and then fried.

chuletazo
It is a meal composed mainly of a succulent pork chop, accompanied by other ingredients like yuca or fried plantain.



chuletear
This word, in the jargon of the gangs means: murder, to chop.

chuleto
In the jargon of the underworld, a chuleto is a man, usually a gang, robber, thief, etc.  that lies on the ground lifeless,
because of a sicarial attack.

chulito
The keep are small angled dashes that an accountant or an auditor will be marking words and numbers in a writing,
book, notebook, etc., to indicate that its content has been subject to review and verification.

chupacobre
In Colombia, it is called colloquially " chupacobre " to the musician in a band known as " papayera " plays an instrument
like the trumpet, tuba or trombone brass.

chupadera
Referred to colloquially as " chupadera " to that quality which have some women of the walls of the vagina during sexual
intercourse, to tighten the penis, causing a pleasant feeling in man.

chupaflores
Eagles: ( Pl.  )  Hummingbirds or hummingbirds.

churrasco
Churrasco: ( s. m.   ) Thin piece of beef, especially fat tip, roasted to grilled.

churria
Churria: ( f.  ) Common name given to diarrhea in the colloquial language.

chusmear
Chusmear: vb. Speak or pry into the Affairs of others. Synonyms: gossip, snoop around.

chutar
Shoot: In Mexico, support something from beginning to end. Synonym: endure.

chuzo
Chuzo: m. In 40 Colombia; colloquial ) small place where miscellaneous articles are sold or any other type of goods from
low-cost, which is usually located in a sidewalk or other public space.

ciber
CIBER or Cyber: prefix used in the Internet community and computer science in general and which is related to
cyberspace, cyberculture, Web, etc. Its origin is the Greek word " kibernao " that means navigating the air ( pilot a ship
41.



ciber-acoso
Cyber-harassment, also known as cyber-bullying, is a form of harassment or bullying I that victim is a person over the
Internet.

ciber-café
A cyber-cafe, also called Internet cafe, is a shop that offers customers access to Internet and also restaurant, bar or
coffee shop.

ciberacoso
Cyberbullying, known in English as cyberbullying is a form of bullying and harassment that makes a person against one
or more other people over the Internet.

ciberadicción
Ciberadicción is a disorder by which a person spends most of his or her time connected and browsing the Internet,
through various devices such as desktop computers, smart phones, tablets, portable computers, etc.

ciberataque
A cyber attack is a digital manoeuvre made by individuals or organizations to attack and damage to computer systems.

cibercafé
An internet cafe or cyber-café, also called Café Internet, is a commercial place in which guests can offer access to the
Web and also restaurant, bar or cafeteria service.

cibercazador
A cibercazador (ra) is a person who is always on the hunt or search for something on the Internet.  Applies especially to
the person seeking something inappropriately or for a criminal purpose.

ciberchat
Ciberchat: From the Greek term 34, kibernao "   ( browse the aires ) and the English " chat "   ( talk ) in Spanish
equivalent to have, it designates a conversation written online via the internet. While the ciberchat is preferably applied
to conversations through written messages, there are also ciberchats that include exchange of sounds ( 41 voice; e
images ( 41 video;.

ciberespacio
It is known as cyberspace to everything that has to do with in environment or virtual scope, is the space through which
we "move" or "navigate" when we are in front of the computer, for example, and visit different websites.  Everything we
receive and send (photos, videos, messages, etc.) travels through cyberspace.  .  . 

ciberpolicía
In Colombia, the cyber police is a division of the National Police responsible for investigating and individualizing
computer crimes.

cibersitio
A Web site is a Web site.



ciberusuario
Browser and ciberusuaria: person who frequently browse the Internet. Synonym: Netizen.

cicatear
Cicatear: vb.  Accumulate goods and wealth without giving them use or share them.  Antonyms: share, give.

cicatería
Cicateria: f. accumulation of goods and riches that are not shared with others: "That rich man died because of his
cicateria, because he was ill and did not want to pay a doctor to have healed it ".  Synonym: pettiness.  Antonym:
generosity.

cicatero
Apprehension, ra: applies to a person who collects goods and riches in large quantity and does not use them or share
them: "Don't be apprehension, I saw that you have three bikes that you do not use and do not want to give me a " I said
to my brother. Synonyms: I wretched, miserly, stingy. Antonym: generous.

ciclocalle
A ciclo-calle is a street, via or path by which can transit all type of vehicles, and especially bicycles.

ciclocrós
Cyclo-cross is the form castellanizada from the English word cyclo-cross. The cyclo-cross is a form of cycling that is
practiced across the field and a rugged terrain. Synonym: BMX.

ciclomontañismo
The mountain biking is a sport competition practiced cycling in natural circuits, usually through forests along narrow
roads with steep slopes and very fast descents.

ciclomontañista
The person who practiced the mountain biking is known as ciclomontanista.

ciclomontañista
The person who practiced the mountain biking is known as ciclomontanista.

ciclomotor
A moped is a bicycle equipped with a small motor usually electric.

ciclopaseo
Bicycle: Ride or tour that makes a group of people cycling for a bicycle path.

ciclorruta
Established or ciclo-ruta: ( f.  ). Broker, street or road, designed and built for the transit of bicycles and tricycles.

ciclovía



A bike path is a corrededor, street or road designed and built for the transit of bicycles.

cien pesos
Cien Pesos is the name of a village in the municipality of Repelón, in the department of Atlántico in Colombia. 

cienaguero
Cienaguero (and cienaguera ) Persona born in the municipality of Ciénaga, in Magdalena department in Colombia.

ciento uno
One hundred ( 101 ) is the number that follows in its order one hundred ( 100 ) and precedes one hundred and two ( 102
). 

ciertamente
Certainly: (Adv.  ) With certainty, truly, really.

cifosis
Kyphosis: f. ( Med.  ) Defective Enconvadura of the spine, posterior convexity.

cigoto
Zygote: m.  Cell that results from the fertilization and which will grow new living being: when the sperm fertilizes the egg
the Zygote is formed. Synonym: Zygote.

cilindrazo
Displacement.     ( male noun )    Hit given with a cylinder, especially when it is with the cylindrical vessel used to fill
natural gas or propane gas.  The blow can be with the cylinder full or empty. 

cilio
Cilium: m.   (Biol.  ) Each one of the resonant potentials tabs of some organisms. They may have locomotives, tactile, or
trophic functions.

cilióforos
Cilioforos: m. Pl.   (Zool.  )  Subtype of protozoans characterized by having Cilia.

cimótico
Zymotic, ca: (Quim.  ) Applied to the soluble enzymes, and its action on the fermentable substances.

cinco
Five: Three and two, or six minus one.

cinco cero
Cinco Cero (5–0) is the name given to the Colombia national football team's thrashing of Argentina on September 5, 1993, at the Monumental Stadium in Buenos Aires, Argentina.



cinco pa&#39; las doce
CINCO PA' LAS DOCE (5 PA" LAS 12), is the name of a song of Colombian folklore, it is a song propitious for the
holiday season, specifically for December 31, since it makes reference to the moment when the year is about to end,
when there are only five minutes left for the arrival of the new year. 

cincomesino
Cincomesino (and cincomesina) .    Child (ña) who has been born prematurely within five months of being fathered. 

cincuenta cincuenta
Fifty/fifty: Colloquial expression that means: half and half; half more half.

cine club
Private entity which organizes for its partners film screenings that are are said to be important, or not exploited
commercially. It also establishes studies and talks about authors, genres, styles or certain tapes.

cinefórum
Cineforum: m. private session organized by the clubs cinemas for its members, which at the end of the projection sets a
conversation between the director of the session and the audience.

cinema
Cinema: English word which in Spanish translates: cinema.

cinema
A cinema is a building or establishment where of screening films.

cinema 1
Cinema 1 and Cinema 2 were two movie theaters that were located on Calle 45 between Carreras 44 and 45 in
Barranquilla (Colombia).  At present, this building is totally abandoned. 

cinthya
Cinthya, Cynthia, Cynthia and Cyntia: 1-feminine proper name of Greek origin. It has a personality, a character strong, is
authoritative, ambitious, bold and impatient. 2. name of the Greek goddess of the Moon (Artemis ) in reference to mount
Cynthos, which is the place where the Temple of this goddess.

cintillo
Headband: Strip of fabric or other material that some football players used to wrap the hair around the head.

cinturón de castidad
It was a belt or braga of iron or other heavy duty metal, which closed and opened with a key, which in the Middle Ages
was placed the suspicious woman of infidelity; Thus was avoided, supposedly, that this woman had a sexual indiscretion
in the absence of her husband.

cipotazo
Cipotazo: (m.  ) Once as with hands, fists or with any object.



circuito cerrado de televisión
A CCTV is a video surveillance system designed to monitor or monitor various areas by using several film cameras
connected to one or more Televisions or monitors, through which can be observed or visualized what happens in a
particular environment or space.

circuito eléctrico
Given the name of electric circuit to any connection or interconnection.  We have, then through an electric circuit it is
transmitted or transported electric power.  For this purpose, electrical circuits must have several components such as:
conductors (wires), connectors, switches and outlets.  They must have a polo ground to protect from overloads the
different devices that are connected to electricity.  Some circuits have levers or switches of double shot.

cirene
Cyrene: Greek colony founded in 630 BC by the Theseus. It was a bright focal point of Hellenistic culture and center of
hellenized Jews of North Africa.

ciruja
Ciruja: m. In Argentina, one seeking, between waste, objects to sell. Synonym: scavenger. In Colombia, this Argentine
slang term equals recycler.

cisma
Schism: Division, discord and disagreement between individuals of the same community. Synonyms: Disagreement,
disunity.

cisma de oriente
Separation between the Greek Church and the Roman, begun in the 9th century and consummated in the 11th century.

cisneros
Cisneros , is a surname of Spanish origin. 

cisteína
Cysteine: ( s.f.  ) Amino acid occurring in living tissues. It is obtained by reduction of cystine with hydrogen.

cita de control
In medicine, a follow-up appointment, also called follow-up appointment, is a medical appointment in which the doctor
evaluates progress or improvement of any particular disease.

citibank roquetas
Citibank roquetas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Citibank" being its meaning:<br>Citibank is the name
of a bank that operates in several countries, which was previously called International Bank.

citoscopia
Cystoscopy, or best cystoscopy: s.m.   ( Med.  ) Exploratory procedure which uses a cystoscope and which allows to
examine the inside of the bladder.



citricultor
Citricultor: (and citricultora) person who is dedicated to the cultivation of citrus fruits such as lemon, Orange, Tangerine,
grapefruit, etc.

ciudad caribe
Caribbean city is the name of a neighborhood located in the marginal zone of the municipality of Soledad, Department of
Atlántico, Colombia.

ciudad de panamá
Panama City is the name of the capital of the Republic of Panama, a country in Central America.  As a historical fact,
Panama was a department of Colombia until 1903. 

ciudad gótica
Gotham City is a fictional city set in an imaginary universe.   This city was an epicenter and witness to the frontal
struggle that Batman and Robin fought every day against the criminal organization called "Legion of Evil", whose main
members were El Guasón, El Acertijo and Gatúbela, among others.

ciudad modesto
Modesto city is the name of a populous neighborhood located in the South-western area of the city of Macau, Colombia.

ciudad vieja
The Old City is the area of the Old City where the most important religious sites such as the Western Wall and the Holy
Sepulchre, among others, are located. 

cía ltda
Cía Ltda, is short for limited company.  A limited company, also called a limited company, is a commercial company that
has as its object the realization of one or more acts of commerce and that is composed of a limited number of partners. 

clara
Clara is a feminine name that could have given rise to the names Clarena and Claribel.

clarear
Clarear ( v .    Tr.  ) Start to rise the sun, start to get daytime. 

clarena
Clarena: Name own female of unknown origin, which could have derived from Clara, and whose variants are Claribel
and Claritza. It is romantic and passionate.

clarinetista
Clarinetist, is the musician who plays the clarinet. 

clarita
It is affectionate call or refer to Clara, feminine proper name.



clarín
Clarín, is a newspaper published in Buenos Aires, Argentina, by the group Clarín, publishing house also owned the
sports newspaper Olé.

classic
Classic , is an English word that in Spanish is translated : classic . 

claudio fernández
Claudio Fernández , is a fictional name, which is mentioned in the song JUAN GONZELEZ, performed by Rubén
Blades.  

clavadista
Diver: A person that it runs jumps into the water from a point high as a springboard or a cliff; It may be as a hobby or as
a sport.

clavar los ojos
Staring.

clavito de olor
Clove: is a plant whose flowers are used as condiment, especially in sweet dishes. The dry little flower of this plant is
called smell 40 Brad; it has the form of a tiny nail ) and is used as a condiment, but in small amounts, because its aroma
is somewhat strong.

clavo en chile y argentina
In Chile and Argentina is called " nail " to that article that does not sell or trade that has very little demand in the public.

clavo en ingles
Nail, in English: Nail.

claxon
Horn: (noun masculine) Horn of the vehicles.   Synonym: you speaker.

claxon
Horn: (noun masculine) Horn of the vehicles.   Synonym: you speaker.

cleofás
Cleophas: Disciple of Jesus, this appeared after his resurrection way to Emmaus. Mentioned you a single time in the
New Testament.

cleopatra
Cleopatra: Queen of Egypt (Alexandria 69 - id. 30 before Christ ). Intelligent and ambitious; Julio Cesar is attracted to rid
himself of his brother Tolomeo XIV and gain absolute power. The death of César became mistress of Mark Anthony,
attracted him to their cause and their allied fleets were defeated by Octavio. Cleopatra was regarded by the Greeks a
skillful felatriz, so called it " the mouth for ten thousand men ".



clerigo
cleric is incorrectly written, and should be written as "clergyman" being its meaning:<br>Cleric: In the Catholic religion, 1
- man who makes part of the clergy for having received Holy orders. 2. the one with the first tonsure.

clérigo
Cleric : In the Catholic religion, 1- Religious who is part of the clergy for having received sacred orders.  2- Religious
who has the first tonsura.

clic clac
Click clac is the onomatopoeia of the sound that is produces to the trigger the switch to turn on and turn off a bulb, for
example.

clic derecho
In computer science, right click is the action of pressing the right button of the mouse or the computer mouse. This
action serves to open the context menu of the graphic element that is as indicated by the pointer or cursor. If the mouse
is configured for left-handed people, the right click works as if you were pressing the left click.

clic en
On Facebook, click on " I like " It is very common, it means that the person who clicked on this phrase, like anything
found in this social network; a video, a photo, a comment can be an object or anything else.

cliché
Cliche: m.  Expression, sentence, idea or concept that Buzzword and usually is insignificant.

cliente incógnito
In the banking system, incognito customer is an undercover analyst, masquerading as a customer to observe and study
skills, performance, and the level of knowledge of all employees in a bank branch. Incognito customer arrives at the
Branch performs a transaction as any client, requested some information, observes behavior, kindness and way of staff,
records unless they realize and leaves, to subsequently present the report at the management level of the Bank.

clip
Clip: ( 41 English voice; m. paper clips of small size, consisting of a wire bent so that it is much longer that wide and
form two branches, one longer than the other, including loose paper can hold and nickel-plated.

cliquear
In computer science, known as click, click, click, or click to click any of the buttons of the mouse or the computer mouse
to select the object pointed by the cursor or pointer.

clitoridiano
CLITORIDIAN or clitoral: relative to the clitoris. Example: Orgasm CLITORIDIAN.

clímax
Climax to the point of greatest intensity or force in a growing number is called being the highlight. In sexual matters, the
climax is the time which the man and woman feel more sexual pleasure during sexual intercourse. Climax is
synonymous with orgasm.



clínica de ropa
A clothing clinic is a small clothing workshop, usually located in a dwelling house and staffed by a seamstress who is
engaged in the repair or alteration of garments in general. 

clínica de ropa
A clothing clinic is a small clothing workshop, usually located in a dwelling house and staffed by a seamstress who is
engaged in the repair or alteration of garments in general. 

clítoris
Clitoris: m. small fleshy, outgoing, erectile and sensitive, portion at the top of the vulva, at the entrance of the vagina, or
female sexual organ.

cloc
CLOC, is the onomatopoeic sound that imitates the voice of hen when clueca.

clonador de tarjetas
A card Cloner is a scammer that is dedicated to clone debit and credit cards to defraud cardholders. To counter this form
of theft, banks have implemented a new system anti-clonacion: chip cards.

clones
Clones: Plural of clone, exact reproduction of an individual from an original cell.

cloroformo en la medicina
Chloroform: m.   (Quim.  ) Body constituted by one of hydrogen in the proportion of one carbon atom and three chlorine.
In medicine it is used as a powerful anesthetic.

cloromicetina
Chloromycetin: f. trade name of chloramphenicol.

close
Close, is an English word that in Spanish translates : close. 

closed
Closed: English word which in Spanish translates: closed.

cloud computing
It is a phrase which in Spanish translates: cloud computing.

clóset
Closet: Word which in English is written " 34 closet; and which in Spanish translates " 34 Cabinet; It is a closed, usually
recessed Cabinet that has shelves and drawers to store clothing, shoes and other objects. Synonym: showcase.

club de los jacobinos



Republican political society founded during the French Revolution. Its members were the most exalted of the
revolutionaries in the days of 1789. In the wake of the 40 thermidorian reaction; 1794 ) the Club was partially abolished,
and definitely dissolved five years later.

clud
clud is incorrectly written, and should be written as "club" being its meaning:<br>Club: m.   (English word ). Sports,
cultural or political association

cluniacense
Cluniac: adj. belonging to the monastery or congregation of Cluny, in Burgundy.

clutch
Clutch: m. English word.  Pedal vehicles serving to change rates: "When I learned to drive the clutch pulled very quickly
and then is turned off the motor auto ". Synonym: clutch.

cmi
Noticiero 40 CMI; CM &  ) It is a Colombian TV news; is transmitted to the 9:00 PM.

co hecho
made co is incorrectly written, and should be written as I "bribery" to being its meaning:<br>In law, particularly criminal
law, bribery is a crime that consists of bribe to an authority or a public official offering a gift or a certain amount of money
to, bypass, or omit an act inherent in his position.  The person offering the bribe incurs the crime of bribery for giving and
official who accepts the bribe incurred for receiving bribery.

co-partícipe
Partner ( adj .  ) Person who intervenes in an action that another takes .

co-piloto
The co-pilot is the companion of the pilot in the seat front of an aircraft or of a vehicle. When is is of an aircraft, the
Copilot receives the synonym of pilot auxiliary.

coach
Coach: English word which in Spanish translates: coach.

coadyuvar
Assist ( v .  Intr.  )  .   Contribute or help to get something done or done. 

coautor
Joint author or co-author, ra: person who participates, along with another in the creation of something, especially a
literary or musical.

cobaltoterapia
Cobalt therapy is a medical procedure that consists of a series of therapies with cobalt, to treat some type of cancer. 



cobayo
Guinea pig, already: m. and f.  Small mammal rodent, similar to the rabbit, but ears are small and round, widely used in
medical experiments. The Guinea pig is also known as Guinea pig.

cobol
COBOL: m. English abbreviation designating a symbolic language for programming computers.

cobradiario
Cobradiario: Informal vendor who delivers goods on credit to collect daily.

coca cola diez
Coca Cola Diez, is an incorrect way of translating the English expression "Diet Coke" (Coca Cola Ligth).   The
Coca-Cola Diet, also called Coca-Cola Zero, is the low-calorie, sugar-free version of Coca-Cola. 

cocacolo
It is a popular, already obsolete slang term. A " cocacolo " This is what today is known as " riman ".

cocá
Cook : Cocope de cocada .  A cocada is a small sweet whose main ingredient is shredded coconut.

cochinería
Cochineria: f. 1 - crap. 2 action unbecoming, low, gross.

cochinito
1- Diminutive of pig.   2- Small pig. 

cocho
Cocho: m.  In chile, roasted flour porridge.

cocineta
Kitchenette: feminine noun. Small table stove. Small stove that is designed to be placed on a table, and which can be
two, three or four rings.

cocotazo
A cocotazo, also called cogotazo, coscorrón or his hand, is given in the head with the knuckles of the hand when it is
closed.

cocotear
Cocotear: (v.  tr.  ) Cocotazos to give someone.

codazo
Nudge.    (male noun) 1- Stroke given with elbow .    2- In football, some malicious defenders use their elbows to
displace forwards in the plays in which the ball is played man-to-man.  Sometimes the elbow is so violent that it forces



the referee to take out the red card. 

codazo
Nudge.     ( male noun )     Hit with the elbow.   2- In football, some malicious defenders use their elbows to displace the
striker in the plays in which the ball is played man-to-man.  Sometimes the elbow is so violent that it forces the referee to
take out the red card. 

codearse
Elbowing : ( v .   Pron.  ) A person has habitual dealings, on an equal footing, with another person or persons of a certain
social group. 

codiscos
Codiscos is a Colombian record company.   Along with CBS (now Sony Music) and Fuentes Discs is one of the old ones
in Colombia.

coequipero
In cycling, the coequipero is the cyclist who escort a teammate when this is leading, supporting and encouraging him at
all times. The coequipero can eventually take the lead in the race, where his partner get tired, for example.

coffee
Coffee: English word which in Spanish translates: coffee

coffee delight
English expression which in Spanish translates: delight of coffee.

coffee delight
The coffee delight is a small sweet or candy with flavor to coffee and chocolate. For its manufacture are used among
others, the following ingrediente:glucosa of corn, milk, fat, coffee, margarine, sugar and flavorings. In Colombia it has
been distributed by the Compañía Nacional de Chocolates, Nestle and Quaker.

coger carretera
Going crazy.   (Colloquial expression.  ) Applies to a person who as a result of the consumption of hallucinogenic drugs
lose reason.

coger el maní
Take the peanut: ( 41 colloquial expression; Adapt a person something. Pick up the pace of an activity or process
specific, becoming proficient or expert in its realization.

coger el toro por los cachos
Face with courage and tenacity, setback, afugia, vicissitude. etc.

coger tomar las de villadiego
Take the villadiego: undertake the escape, escape from a place. Synonym: Launch of villadiego.



cogida
Catching: f. in the colloquial language, encounter between two or more people to take a few shots: "I'm going to meet
my inplanning, that we're going to paste a fuck ".

cogida
Catching: f. in the colloquial language, encounter between two or more people to take a few shots: "I'm going to meet
my friend, that we're going to hit a " picked up "  ".

cogóllo
Bud is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bud." being its meaning:<br>Best, Bud ( no tilde ) 1. The inside and
pressed for the vegetables. 2. Outbreak that trees and other plants.

cohete
A rocket is an artifact or device that moves in space by jet propulsion and can be used as a weapon of war or as an
instrument of scientific research. 

coito interrumpido
Withdrawal: is a technique that used some couples to prevent pregnancies, which consists in taking a few seconds
before ejaculation penis that occur outside of the vagina, and preferably occur on the belly or the breasts of the Lady.

cojones
In the colloquial language, it is called balls testicles. Other synonyms: eggs, eggs, balls, balls, balls.

cojón
Cushion : ( m .  ) Vulgar name given to the testicle in colloquial language.  It is used more in the plural. 

cola de caballo
Known as ponytail to a hairstyle for women in which hair is away from the face, gathered and secured at the back of the
head with a hair tie, a hook, clip or other similar device, and is left hanging freely. The name originated because of its
similarity with the tail of a horse.

cola y pola
The tail and pola is a middle or appetizer that is prepared mainly by mixing beer with soda drink known as tail.

colacho
Colacho is the loving way of calling or referring to Nicholas.

colados
The " cast " and " washes " they are people entering through any manoeuvre the massive vehicles from Bogotá,
Colombia ( 41 transmilenio; without erasing the value of the ticket.

colegaje
Colleague : ( s .  M.  ) Refers to the support, mutual collaboration and camaraderie that exists within a group of
colleagues in a given profession.



colegiala
A schoolgirl is a student who is enrolled and attends a public or private school. 

coleo
In some regions of Colombia and Venezuela the coleo is an activity or sport in which a person on horseback chases a
res, that can be a bull, a steer or a cow, to take it by the tail and knock it on the run.

coletazo
Coletazo ( s .  M.  ) Hit with tail . 

colgante
pendant.    1- Hanging .   2- Jewel that hangs or hangs. 

colgarse
Hang: (v.  pron.  ) 1 - hold of something or someone dropping the weight of the body.  Example: "the child hung his
mother so don't let him in the House".   2 enter in default on a loan or debt.

colita
In Venezuela, a " 34 tail; It is favor a rider or driver of any other vehicle, consisting of transport to a person who is in the
same path of the vehicle. That's why in highways and roads is common to find people asking a " " tail. In Colombia it is
known as " chance ".

colitis
Colitis: f. ( Med.  ) Inflammation of the colon. It may be of moderate, acute or chronic form.

colo-colo
Colo-Colo ( Deportivo Colo-Colo ) It is the name of a football team of the city of Santiago, Chile.

colombiamoda
Colombiamoda is the name of a fashion fair that is held annually in the city of Medellin in Colombia.  This fair is one of
the most important fashion events in the Americas. 

colombianidad
Colombian pride: ( f.  ) It is the feeling, the nature or character of being or feeling Colombian.

colombianísimo
Superlative of Colombian .

colombie
Colombie, is the way some speakers of the French language spell the word Colombia. 

colombí
Colombí, is the way of pronouncing Colombia, typical of the French. 



colombo
Colombo (in Sinhala Ko!amba and in Tamil Kolumpu), is the name of the capital of Sri Lanka; it has an approximate
population of 650. 0000 inhabitants . 

colombo-venezolano
Colombo-Venezolano and Venezuelan, is the Colombia-born nationalized Venezuelan, or born in Venezuela and
nationalized in Colombia; also applies to a person born in Venezuela but Colombian parents, and vice versa.

colonoscopia
The Colonoscopy is a procedure exploratory that allows the visualization of the interior of the colon by means of a
colonoscope.

coloquial de tener buena suerte, en argentina
In Argentina, says when you want to tell that someone has good luck that someone " has a c...  "

coloquial de tener un encuentro sexual
Colloquial having a meeting or sexual contact is " take a powder ".

color de hormiga
This expression applies to situations difficult, critical, and where there is a problem that seems impossible to resolve.

colorrectal
Colorectal: ( Med.  ) Concerning the Colon and the rectum.

colosó
Colosó is a town and municipality in the Sucre Department, Colombia.  Its main economic activities are agriculture and
livestock. 

colotas
It can be a compliment or expression of admiration a Smarmy launches to see several bodies and tails protruding girls: "
to colotas!  "

columbia
Columbia, is the way as some Americans mistakenly write Colombia.

columbia
Columbia is the name of several counties, towns and municipalities located in different States of U.S.A.   ( United States
of America ).

columbo
Columbo was the last name of a detective in the secret homicide division of the Los Angeles Police Department in the
television series Columbo. 



coma inducido
Induced coma or controlled pharmacological sedation is a State of unconsciousness caused by medical equipment
through sedative drugs supplied to the patient to protect the brain in cases of accident or illness. Thus the brain activity
is reduced and further damage can be avoided. Induced coma seeks to also maintain the security and well-being of the
patient, minimize physical pain and discomfort, controlling anxiety and minimize the psychological trauma; reassure the
patient and render safe procedures.

comadrona
Until some years ago, a midwife was a woman who was nursing another woman in childbirth to attend. Synonym:
midwife.

comarrico
In Colombia, it is the name of a company that is dedicated to the elaboration of a gan variety of food pastes (noodles,
spaghetti, macaroni, etc.  )

comedero
In the colloquial language is known as " feeder 34, " 34 slaughterhouse; or metedero to a motel or brothel.

comedero
In the colloquial language is known as " feeder 34, " 34 slaughterhouse; or " metedero " motels or houses of
appointments.

comedidamente
It is an adverb in mind or so which means respectfully, kindly, friendly way.

comedor social
A soup kitchen, also known as a soup kitchen, is a public charity establishment that provides free food or in exchange
for a small contribution to people with very low economic resources. 

comedy
English word which in Spanish translates: Comedy.

comegato
Comegato is a feline-looking character, friend of Condorito, in the comic book of the same name.  The nickname
originates from the fact that this character likes to eat cats.

comelona
On the Colombian coast, the term comelona is synonymous with food in leng. colloquial: go to where my brother who
invited me to a comelona.

comelón
Comelon, na: person who eats much. Synonym: glutton.

comer como un animal



Eat like an animal is eating much, eating like a donkey, eating until they burst.

comer cuento
It is a colloquial expression, means: be a person seizes or naive, believe in all what they say.

comercio interregional
Interregional trade: General trade between regions, can be between the regions of a country or a continent. For
example: trade in the southern region of the American continent, (41 South America;.

comerse el chorro
To realize someone of something, especially applies when the action or the subject he realized not interested or is not
within its competence.

comerse las letras
Eat the letters is to omit letters, syllables, final strokes or accents in words. For example, in Venezuela and in the coast
Colombian Caribbean is common that people talking is " eat " the " r 34, " 34 s; and the " z " as well: instead of saying "
eat " they say " 34 Côme; instead of " rice " they say " 34 arro;. In other regions of Colombia is " eat " some letters, as in
the case of the Department of the Tolima where instead of say " Doctor " they say " Dotor " and in 40 Antioquia;
Colombia ) replaced the " s " by the " r " and instead of saying " the same " say " it Isola ". In Puerto Rico replaced the " r
" by the " l " as well: instead of saying " best " say " mejol " instead of say "  " take " say " incompatible " etc. In Cuba
replaced the " r " the " d " as well: instead of saying " 34 meat; they say " 34 cadne; instead of saying " pork " they say "
puedco; 34, etc.

comerse las palabras
Is talk about hasty or confusingly omitting syllables whole.

comerse los mocos
Be a very naive, unsuspecting person.

comida rápida
Fast food is a type of food that is prepared, served, and consumed quickly. Hamburger, hot dog and sandwich, among
other foods, are part of this type of food.

comida rápida en inglés
Fast food translates into English " fast food ".

comidita
Comidita.   1- Food diminutive . 

comiquear
Comiquear: ( v.n.  ) Represent comedies.

comisionante
comisionante is incorrectly written and it should be written as "broker" being its meaning:<br>Broker: A person who sells



products and goods in Exchange for a Commission.

como pedro por su casa
It is an adverbial phrase, refers to that situation in which someone arrives at a house, local, office or any other private
space, enters it, walks from one place another with full freedom, without restrictions and sometimes abusively. 

como se escribe 18?
You can write eighteen or eighteen, both forms are correct.

como se escribe envejecer o enviejecer
You must write to age.

como se prepara la morcilla?
Black pudding: f. inlay that is prepared with cooked pig blood seasoned with various spices and mixed with other
ingredients, in special rice, onions and breadcrumbs, which is fills in a pork or beef gut and is consumed cooked, fried,
lightly fried or roasted.

comoda
comfortable is incorrectly written and should be written as "comfortable ( with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>Comfortable:
( feminine noun ) Cabinet with table top and three or four drawers used for storing clothes, shoes, etc.

compa
ComPADRE: Godfather of a child with respect to their parents. Compa is the Apocope of compadre. Both words (
compa and compadre ) they are used as a synonym for friend and colleague. Its use is widespread in the Colombian
Caribbean coast, especially the word gossip that is very frequent to hear it in the greetings of the vallenato singers in
their songs.

compa&#39;e
Compa '' e ( compae ) : Word used as a synonym for companies, which in turn comes from gossip and is used as a
synonym for friend, companion.  In Puerto Rico it equals Compay.

compa&#39;e
Compa '' e ( compae ) : Word used as a synonym for companies, which in turn comes from gossip and is utizada as a
synonym for friend, companion.  In Puerto Rico it equals Compay.

compact disc
A compact disc, compact disc in Spanish or simply CD (in English and Spanish) is an optical disc on which any type of
information (audio, images, video, documents and other data) can be stored in digital format.  With the advent of USB
sticks and micro SD sticks, the compact disc is gradually becoming disused. 

compadres
In the field of music we find some very famous duos of compadres.  For example, in the genre "salsa" Johnny Pacheco
and Pete "El Conde" Rodríguez call themselves "Los Compadres", even, one of their musical albums was placed that
title.  On the other hand, here in Colombia, Andrés Cepeda and Fonseca also have this fraternal kinship, so they have
just made and recorded a musical album to which they have placed the title of "Los Compadres".   Finally, in the



vallenato genus the word "compadre" is widespread in use, and even though in many cases the characters do not have
this kinship, they use the term as affectionate treatment or as a token of appreciation or companionship.

compadrito
Compadrito : 1- Compadre diminutive .   2- It is the name of a song of Colombian folklore, performed by the orchestra
Curro de Rufo Garrido .

compae
Compae ( '' e ) compa: Word used as a synonym for companies, which in turn comes from gossip and is used as a
synonym for friend, companion. In Puerto Rico it equals compay.

compañera permanente
The permanent companion is the woman who makes marital life with a man without being married to him.

compañerito
Playmate: Diminutive of companion.

compañero de lucha
It is the person doing the same activity that makes another, is something like a colleague.

compañía ilimitada
Company unlimited is the name of a group musical Colombian that plays mainly pop and rock. Ventured in the field
music to end of the Decade of the years eighty.

compañía limitada
A limited company, also called a limited company, is a trading company that aims at the realization of one or more acts
of commerce and which is composed of a limited number of partners.

compañía ltda
In Colombia, a company 40 ltda; 41 limited company; also called limited company is a company that is owned by a
limited number of partners.

comparendera
A comparendera is a stub to develop and issue subpoenas.

compatible
Compatible, is an adjective that applies to that device or appliance that can work together with another for being
designed to adapt to it. For example, when a cell Huawei brand charger used to charge a cell phone brand Nokia, it is
said that this charger is compatible with the latter cell.

compay
In Puerto Rico, the word compay is used as short for compadre and as a synonym for friend. In fact, in the salsa genre,
there is a song performed by Ricardo Ray y Bobby Cruz, entitled Ay Compay: "Ay compay don't miss the jarana which
party is going to start...  "



compás de espera
The standby compass is time passing while happens what is expected.

complejo b
It is known as B Complex to all eight B vitamins, which are necessary for the excellent functioning of the human
organism. 

complejo de edipo
Oedipus complex: erotic tendency of the child to her mother. You can persist into adulthood, leading to psychological
disorders.

complejo de electra
In psychology, whereby a girl experiences or complex expresses love for his father and some rivalry towards his mother.

complot
Plot: m. French word. Secret agreement to do something, especially when it is illicit or in order to cause harm to one or
more persons or an entity.

componedor
Composer ( ra ) .    1- Person who composes or restores things.    2- Person who is dedicated to fixing dislocated bones.

compra de cartera
The purchase of portfolio is a form of credit in which a bank you buy to a person or entity all them debts that is have
force with others banks in Exchange for a rate of interest more favorable. The prerequisite for such credit is the person
or entity at any time incurred in arrears with the previous Bank.

compra online
It is a Spanish expression that means: online purchase, and refers to a purchase through the Internet. 

compulsar
Certify, a verb used in law, means: move, send. For example, when a civil judge sent a copy of a process to a criminal
judge because there are indications that a party committed to criminal misconduct or a crime such as ideological
falsehood, falsehood in public or private document, procedural fraud, etc.

computador
Computer: Fast and accurate electronic machine that is able to accept data and information through a means of input,
process them automatically under a previously stored program control, and provide the resulting information to another
computer, a mobile device, to an e-mail address, a web site, etc., means of exit. Synonyms: Computer, PC, computer.

computadora
Fast and accurate electronic machine that in addition to computing or calculating, is able to receive data and information
through an input medium, process them automatically under the control of a previously stored program, provide the
resulting information to another computer, to a mobile device, to an electronic address, to a website, etc., through an
outlet.



computer
Computer: ( pronounced compiurer ) Computer or computer in English.

comulgar
Communion : ( v ) 1- In some regions give or receive communion .   2- Agree on ideas or feelings with another person.

comunidad wayúu
The Wayuu are an indigenous community of the peninsula of la Guajira in Colombia and a small part of the State Zulia
in Venezuela, on the border between the two countries. This Aboriginal community as well as Spanish language speaks
their native language which is also called wayuu

común denominador
A trait shared by all the elements of an array or the members of a community.

con ciso
It is incorrectly written with ciso and it should be written as "concise" being its meaning:<br>Concise: adj. precise, clear
and brief. Example: speech concise.

con el tiempo pegao
It is an expression used in Spain, especially by the community of Gypsy origin.  When someone says that it is
"eventually pegao" or "time pegao", it means being delayed, which is quickly, that is over against time.

con los pelos de punta
Be with the creeps: ( 41 colloquial expression; Be a person with fear or fear by some fact or situation, or seized by
uncertainty at imminent risk.

con mucho gusto
It is an expression advervial which means: gladly, with pleasure, of thousand loves, willingly.

con pelos y señales
With all the details, not to mention a detail: "Did me the description with hairs and signals ".

con premura
Quickly: Quickly, quickly, with urgency.

con trabajo
with work it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "bass" being its meaning:<br>The double bass is the largest
and most serious of instruments of the family of the violin, which is played standing, resting it on the floor and with a bow
that is passed by its strings. Synonym: low.

conavi
In Colombia, the National Savings and Housing Corporation (CONAVI) was a financial institution mainly engaged in the
financing of new and used housing.



concasa
Concasa (Coffee Savings and Housing Corporation) was a financial institution that was mainly engaged in the financing
of new and used housing.  Its main source of fundraising was through savings accounts and Term Deposit Certificates.

concha
Shell: Affectionate treatment to a woman named Concepcion.

conchi
Affectionate way to call or refer to Concepción .

conchita
Conchita: f. diminutive of the feminine proper name Concepcion.

conchudo
Conchudo and Conchuda: ( adjs.  ) Sassy person.

conciente
conscious is incorrectly written, and should be written as "conscious" as its meaning:<br>Aware: ( adj.  ) He feels, thinks
and acts with knowledge of what it does.

concordismo
Everyday: m.  System of conciliation between the texts of the Bible and modern scientific knowledge, especially of
Genesis.

concreción
Realization: f. accumulation of several particles, which merge to form masses usually kidney-shaped bowls.

concubina
Concubine: f. woman living who cohabits with a man as if this was her husband.

concuño
Concuno, na: ( m. and f.  ) Spouse of a brother-in-law: "The husband of my sister in law is my concuno ".

conde
Conde , is a surname of Spanish origin. 

condom
Condom: Word of English than in Spanish translates: condom. The condom is a thin and elastic sleeve made of latex,
which covers the penis for penetration during sexual intercourse; It serves among other things to prevent that the
woman is pregnant.

condorito
Condorito is the name of a Chilean comic book, whose protagonist, also called Condorito was a hombre-condor of small



stature, who lived in a fictional town named Pelotillehue, which was created by the Chilean artist René Ríos, known
popularly as Pepo. Condorito was characterized by leave or fall back when received a strong impression by a notice or a
fact surprising, rare or fantastic, or before a blunder of some of his colleagues.

conductor de taxi
Taxi driver: expression of Spanish origin which in English translates to " taxi driver ". Synonym: taxi driver.

conectividad
Connectivity is the property or capability that has an electronic device, fixed or mobile, communicate or connect with
another or others.

conejita
1- Playboy bunnies were models who posed (sometimes naked) for Playboy magazine.    2- They were also known as
playboy bunnies and the waitresses who worked in the Playboy clubs that operated in Las Vegas (U. S. To.  ) until the
end of the decade of the 80s. 

conejitas
1- Playboy bunnies were models who posed (sometimes naked) for Playboy magazine.    2- Waitresses working at
Playboy clubs operating in Las Vegas (U) were also known as playboy bunnies. S . To.  ) until the late 1980s. 

conexión wi-fi
WI-FI stands for Wireless Fidelity, which means wireless fidelity. It is a set of networks that does not require wires and
works based on certain rules and agreements previously established. Enabled with wi-fi, as electronic devices: a PC, a
laptop, a smartphone, a games console, a player of digital audio, etc., can connect to the Internet through this network.

coné
Coné is a small condor who resides with his uncle Condorito in the imaginary town of Pelotillehue.  Coné is
characterized by being identical to his uncle, especially in the features of his face.  He is fond of heavy jokes and like his
uncle falls backwards after a joke (plop!)  .

confabulación
Conspiracy: Agreement secret between two or more people, usually to the detriment of one or more other persons or
entity.

confabularse
Colluding are: vb.  ( prnl.  ) To agree two or more persons to carry out something, usually against one or more persons,
or entity.

confesion
At the top of this page reads: 'The word confession is not registered in the dictionary '. The reason for this statement is
because the person who sent the word forgot to place the accent ( tilde ) in the last ' or  '. Computer systems are
intelligent systems capable of detecting these errors or shortcomings. At this time it could not determine if the author of
the definition is the same person who sent the word. CONFESSION: Statement that makes a person what you know
about something, either voluntary or forced. 2. Declaration of the accused at trial.



confeti
Confetti, is the Spanish form of the Italian word confetti.  The confetti are bits of colored paper, trimmed in various ways,
that people throw each other on some holidays, and is throwing especially persons birthday.

confort
Comfort: ( 41 English voice; m. comfort.

confucio
Confucius: (Kung-Fu-Tsi ). ( 551-479 before Christ ) Chinese politician and philosopher. He reformed his country in all
aspects. Religion founded by him is based on human brotherhood.

conguero
Conguero ( ra ) : Person who plays the congas in a musical group.

conjuntivitis
Conjunctivitis: f. inflammation of the conjunctiva layer, which is the mucous membrane lining the inside of the eyelids.
During the time that this condition lasts ( fifteen of approximately 41 days; the eyes become red.

conmocionarse
Alter someone suddenly.

connector
Connector , is an English word that in Spanish translates : connector .  A connector is a part of a device or part of a
system that is used to connect to other systems or other devices. 

connor
Connor is a very common surname in U. S. To.  , England, Scotland and Ireland.  Its origin may be associated with
another surname of English origin: O'connor

conos
The cones are medium-sized tools that are indispensable in any vehicle roads team.  They are a few items made from
any more or less resistant material, used to indicate and warn that a vehicle is stranded on the road or on the track, to
such effect are located at a safe distance from the damaged vehicle.

conseguir camello
In the colloquial language, get camel is to get employment.

consejo de los diez
Council of ten: authority in the old Venice and main instrument of the bourgeois oligarchy. The same Dux had to abide
by its decisions ( 1310-1797 ).

consomé
A consommé is a meat, chicken or chicken broth.



consommé
Consommé: French word castellanizada as consommé. A consommé is a broth of meat, chicken or hen, or trivial some
of these last two birds.

conspiradores
The conspirators are people who are colluding to prepare a conspiracy or to participate in it.

constancio
Constantius II: (41 second Constancio; Roman Emperor ( 317-361 ). The Pars Orientalis in the Empire was the death of
his father Constantino El Grande, sole emperor from the year 351.

constancio
Constancio: Name own masculine Latino. It comes from the female names, also of Latin origin constancy and
Constance.

constantino v
Constantine v 40:;41 fifth Constantine; Byzantine Emperor ( 718-775 ). He beat the Arabs at Akroinon ( 41 7(. In his time
the internal order was disturbed by the iconoclastic complaint. Its administrative policy was very intelligent.

constitucionalista
Constitutionalist: (adj.  ) 1 - Constitution or related to it.   2. a person who is in favour of the Constitution.   3. lawyer
specializing in constitutional law.

consulesa
Consulesa: f. woman who in a country serves as the consul. In this order of ideas, we can say the consul or the
Consulesa.

consumarse
Consummate: completely realize one thing. -Completion: f. realization of an action or process so that it is complete or
finished. -Consume: vb.   ( tr.  )  Completely realize one thing: "The thief could not consummate theft because the police
" arrived.

contact
Contact: English word which in Spanish translates: contact.

contact center
Contact center: English expression which in Spanish translates contact center. A contact center or call center is a call
center.

contacto sexual
Sexual contact, also known as intimate contact, sexual intercourse, intercourse, intercourse, is sexual intercourse
between a male and a female in all animal species and the human species. It is the moment in which the genitals of the
man and the woman come into contact during an intimate encounter.



contentillo
A contentillo is what is done or said to satisfy a person.

contextualizar
Contextualize: ( vb.  ) Put something in a given context.

contigo
Contigo : Second person personal pronoun; next to you . 

contorcionista
rojelio is incorrectly written, and should be written as "contortionist" being its meaning:<br>A person who makes difficult
contortions with his body and limbs in circuses and other shows.

contra mi
Against my: is the title of a song of the romantic genre, performed by Manuel Fernando crooner.

contra produciente
You must write, Contraproducente, and its definition is: having opposite effects to those who you want to. Example: 'This
medicine backfired and now I feel worse than before '.

contra reloj
"Counter-clock" delivery is a courier system in which correspondence or delivery is delivered to the recipient in the
shortest possible time.

contraataque
In a sporting competition, a counterattack is a quick move performed by a team from their defensive zone as offensive
reaction after the advance of the contrary.

contrabajista
Bassist: Musician who plays bass guitar in a group.

contrabandear
Dedicate a person to smuggling.

contraflujo
Backflow: m. a liquid in a direction opposite to the normal flow.

contrahechor
contrahechor is incorrectly written and should be written as "Show " being its meaning: < /br >Counterfeit, cha: 1 -
deformed.   ( p. p. irreg. of ) contrahacer. 2 ( adj.  ) It has twisted or corcovado body.

contrainteligencia
Counterintelligence is the set of actions to collect and analyze information on winch to one or several members of the



forces of police, army or other armed institutions or security of the State, in order to meet their activities, working
methods, as well as the purposes or purposes pursued in the event that they are committing unlawful acts or failures in
service.  In Colombia, institutions such as the national police, the army and the Navy, have groups of
counterintelligence.

contralora
A Comptroller is an official responsible for monitoring and controlling the expenses of public administration. The office
where shipped this officer is called Comptroller. The male is controller.

contramuslo
The chicken or chicken legs are formed by the region ranging from the upper part of the leg above the knee to the part
which attaches to the body of these birds.

contrarrevolucionario
Counterrevolutionary (ria) .    1- Belonging or related to the counterrevolution.    2- Person who is a supporter of the
counterrevolution. 

contras
Cons, apocope of counter-revolutionaries. The cons were insurgent groups opposed to the Government of the
Sandinista front of national liberation, (FSLN ) in power in Nicagua since the overthrow of the Government of the
President Anastasio Somoza in July 1979.

contratitis
In the colloquial language, the contratitis is that unhealthy practice in which public servants subscribe all sorts of
contracts millionaires, most of them without the full legal requirements.

contravía
contravía is incorrectly written, and should be written as "at cross purposes" being its meaning:<br>At cross purposes:
an expression that means in the opposite direction to the customary or prescribed by the transit authority. This
expression is a synonym of a contramano.

contrayente
Each party: Who gets married. The husband is each party, and the party's wife.

control antidoping
It is a test that is carried out by means of urine or blood, that seeks to detect the presence in the body of substances
such as cocaine, marijuana or other prohibited drugs. This test is commonly performed to some athletes, after a
competition.

control remoto
A remote control, also known as remote control, is a device used to control remote an electronic such as a TV, a DVD
player, a video recorder, a HiFi, etc.

conversa
In the colloquial language, the word " talks " It is used as a synonym for conversation, talk, dialogue, conversed.



converti
Miguel Angel Converti is a Colombian nationalized Argentine second. He worked as centrodelantero and sometimes as
left pointer. In Colombia he played in club Millonarios of Bogota and the Atlético Junior in Barranquilla; He was top
scorer by nature.

convertible
A convertible is a car that can get rid of the hood. 2 it can be changed or modified.

convertidor de youtube
It is a Youtube link;  It is used to convert videos to MP3, for later download.

convoyes
Convoys : ( Convoy Plural ) Set of land or sea vehicles, usually escorted by other vehicles, transporting goods and
people from one place to another.

conyuge superstite
spouse superstite is incorrectly written and should be written as "surviving spouse" being its meaning:<br>In law,
specifically in family law, the spouse or the surviving spouse is the spouse who receives, or is as beneficiary of the
pension survivor following the death of her husband or wife who in life was enjoying such pension.

coñazo
In Venezuelan slang, a pain in the ass is a blow given with hands, fists or with a blunt object. In Colombia it is equivalent
to munecazo.

coño
In Venezuela, the word " 34 Cone; becomes part of certain expressions as " mother 34 Cone; which means son of p...  "

coño e madre
Cone and mother: ( cone mother ) An expression that the inhabitants of the State of Zulia in Venezuela used to remind
the progenitor to someone.

coño en españa
In Spain, the word "cone" is a bad word, a word of heavy-gauge, a "dirty" Word, there use it to designate the external
part of the female genital organ, in a vulgar manner what is scientifically known as vulva and Mount of venus.  In
Venezuela, this same word is used, but with another less vulgar meaning.

coolí
Coolie: ( m. and f.  ) Indian or Chinese laborer who works as a pawn in a European colony.

coordenadas
Coordinates: f. ( Plural ) It terna, or, in general, a set of numbers listed in a certain order, that determine the position of a
point in a plane or a space of any number of dimensions with reference to a system of straight fixed.

copa mundial



The World Cup, also known as the World Cup or simply World Cup, is the main official international men's football
tournament in the world, organized by the International Federation of Association Football (FIFA). 

copei
The Committee for Independent Electoral Political Organization (COPEI) was the name of a political party in Venezuela,
which managed to conquer the Presidency of that Republic on two occasions. 

copero
Butler (and copera): sporting event in which a gold or Silver Cup is given to the winner.

copiapó
Chile volcano, in the province of Atacama, on the border with Argentina. 6,080 M.  It is also known as Cerro del Azufre.

copito
Snowflake: ( m.  ) Small plastic stick with cotton at its ends is used in personal hygiene, especially for the cleaning of
ears and navel folds.

corazonada
Hunch: Presentiment, suspicion.

cordoncillo
Bands: m. small rope made of a fabric of threads, which is used to adjust the shoe on the foot.

corista
Showgirl: m. person is part and sings in the choir of an orchestra or a musical group.

cornalinas
Carnelian: (Plural of carnelian ) A carnelian is a color blood agate or reddish.

cornavin
Cornavin was a Swiss watch brand, very popular until a few years ago.  They were water-resistant and shock-resistant
watches. 

cornelio
Cornelius, is a male proper name of Latin origin.

corner
Corner: English word which in Spanish is translated: corner.

corona
Crown, also known as Corona Extra, is a brand of Mexican beer, known worldwide and distributed in more than 150
countries.  It is currently the best-selling beer in Mexico.



corona sueca
The krone (krona in Swedish) is the official currency in Sweden; its ISO code is SEK and its symbol sk. 

corozal
Corozal.     1- Land populated with corozos .    2- It is a municipality located in the department of Sucre in Colombia.  It
has a population of approximately 65. 000 inhabitants. 

corozaleño
Corozaleño ( ya ) : Person born in the municipality of Corozal, in the department of Sucre in Colombia.

corozalero
Corozalero, ra: person born in the town of Corozal, in the Department of Sucre in Colombia.

corralero
Corralero ( ra ) .     1- Belonging to or relating to the corral.    2- Person who takes care of a corral.   3- LOS
CORRALEROS DE MAJAGUAL , is the name of a musical group that at the time played tropical music; was founded in
the municipality of Majagual (Sucre) in Colombia, and its songs still reverberate in South and Central America, mainly. 

corre corre
A run run is a correndilla, rush, rush.

correazo
Blow or whip given with a strap. 

corredor
Runner : 1- Athlete who is dedicated to running in sports competitions.   2- Athlete who participates as a pilot of a
competition vehicle.    3- Surname of Spanish origin. 

correndilla
Correndilla: ( f.  ) Rainy day, hurry, urgency.

correndilla
Correndilla: f. urgency, rush, ungencia.

correo basura
A spam, also called spam, abusive mail or spam is an e-mail message that is not expected and much less required. 
Some spam emails are annoying but harmless, such as those that contain unwanted or unsolicited advertising; others
on the contrary have an illicit purpose when the sender does so with the intention of stealing or impersonating the
identity of some person, for example. 

correo de voz
Voice mail, also called voicemail is a system of receiving and storage of audio messages.  A service provided by mobile
phone companies, in which the user can retrieve messages stored once empty line or turn on the cell phone.



correo humano
Is known as human or " 34 Mule; the person who is paid to transport hallucinogenic drugs in a suitcase, among their
clothes, or even within your body.

correo no deseado
In computer science, a junk mail, also called abusive mail, malicious email or malicious mail is an email from us ( 41
e-mail; that is not expected and much less required. Some unwanted e-mails are annoying but harmless, for example
those that contain unwanted advertising or that has not been requested; others, on the other hand have an illicit purpose
when who sends them does so with the intent to steal or impersonate any person, or to commit a scam.

corresponsal bancario
A correspondent banking is a channel that through an agreement allows a bank to provide certain financial services in
convenient, flexible and secure way through commerce facilities strategically located ( drug stores, supermarkets,
superstores, shops, chain stores, supermarkets, etc.  ) in order to reach those sectors or regions where it has no
presence of an office. Banking correspondents are enabled so that clients of the Bank to perform payments of utility
bills, deposits to savings or current accounts, and even cash.

corretear
Chase: vb. Follow somebody throughout career.

corrida de toros
A bullfight, also called bull festival, party in corraleja, party brava, is a party in which brave bulls are dealt and in which
participate garrocheros on horseback, flags on foot or on horseback, bullfighters, manteros, etc.  , which are observed
by the public located in the boxes arranged for it.  The bullfighting takes place in an enclosed enclosure called corraleja
and to it also have access to many people who recklessly face the bulls, that one by one go out in the ring.

corrido
Corrido (and corrida) A person who has a lot of experience in one or more specific topics.  Very smart person. 

corrido prohibido
A corrido prohibited, also known as "narcocorrido" is a corrido musical that narrates aspects related to drug trafficking
and some of its characters and situations.  The facts narrated in the forbidden corridos can be real or fictional.

corrientazo
In the colloquial language, a " electric shock " It is a staple food.

corrinchar
Corrinchar : ( v .   Tr.  ) Run, jump, pick up.   It is said especially when these activities are performed by a group of
children making noise and disorder. 

corrinche
Corrinche: Disorder, bulla, tropelin, especially when when it is played by a group of children.

cortacircuito
Circuit breaker or circuit breaker: device that automatically cut or interrupted electrical power when this, by an accident



has become excessive, and therefore dangerous.

cortocircuito
Short: m. spike the intensity of electric current or interruption in an installation because the union of two conductors of
different phases or by direct contact of a phase positive with another refusal. This phenomenon is usually accompanied
by an explosion that can be mild or strong, depending on the amount of Volt transported by the phase or positive lead.

cortometraje
Short film: m. cinematographic film of less than 30 minutes duration. Synonym: short. Antonym: feature film.

cortopunzante
A weapon or bladed tool is one that possesses cutting edge or point with which you can perform a cut or puncture.

cositas ricas
In the colloquial language, doing rich stuff is making love, especially when it's a heterosexual encounter, i.e. between a
man and a woman.

cosmetiquera
A cosmetiquera is a box or small Briefcase that women wear and which serves to save and carry cosmetics.

cosmonauta
Cosmonaut: A person driving or part of the crew of a spaceship.

cosquilleo
Tickling: ( colloquial )  Form of theft in which a group of thieves acting together, and in a tumult, while some squeeze his
victim, others introduce hands in pockets, bags, briefcases, etc., to steal their belongings and money.

cosquillero
Cosquillero and cosquillera: thief who leverages a tumult to steal people introducing hands of stealthy way in bags,
pockets, backpacks, etc.

costa brava
Costa Brava is the name of a Puerto Rican orchestra that performs "salsa" music.

costalazo
Costalazo: m. beat given with a sack.

costas
The coasts are expenditures that are produced by the formality of a trial.

costeñita
It is the name of a beer brewed and distributed by Bavaria, brewing company of Colombia.



costeñita
Costeñita: Diminutive of coastal.

costillar
Ribs.     ( masculine noun ) .    1- Set of ribs, especially those of an animal.    2- Part of the body in which the ribs are
located, especially in cattle, pigs, tapirs, rabbits, etc. 

cota
Cota is the name of a municipality in Colombia, located in the Department of Cundinamarca. It has a population of
approximately 30,000 inhabitants.

cotero
Best meaning can be: Cotero m. workman in charge of loading and unloading goods from a ship, truck, van, etc.

cotes
Cotes is a surname of Spanish origin. 

cotiza
Better in plural ( ) you cotizas. Feminine noun. Kind of footwear, resembling a sandal, very used in Venezuela,
especially in the province and in the rural area.

cotorra
Parrot: f. woman that speaks much or talking nonstop.

cotorra
Parrot: Municipality of Colombia in the Department of Córdoba, to the North of the country, 46 km from Monteria, the
capital of the Department.

cotorro
Parrot (and parrot).   A person who talks a lot or who talks non-stop when given the floor. 

coupé
Coupé, is a word that comes from the French word " couper " that means cutting and making reference to a two-door
car.

covid-tk
Covid-TK (Covidteca), is the name given to that clandestine party that some people, irresponsibly, perform by violating
the quarantine implemented because of Covid-19.   The name "Covid-TK" is derived from Disco-TK, Mini-TK, Maxi-TK,
etc.

cowboy
A cowboy ( in Spanish cowboy ) It was a very popular character in the legendary West of the United States of North
America in the 19th century. The cowboys were responsible for the care of the cattle ranches or farms in that territory.
On their days off, the cowboys went to the saloon in the nearest town, where it was very common to find with other



characters such as the Sheriff, the Bandit, the gunman, the hero, the gambler, rancher, outsider, Indian, etc. In the
saloon, all these characters enjoyed the attention of the " girls glad ".

código maligno
In computer science, a malignant code, also called malware, badware, malware, malicious software or hostile software,
is a type of software can be that virus, and which aims to infiltrate, spread or damage one computer, other computers on
a network or an information system. You can also: steal information and keys, delete files and show invasive advertising.

cómo se llaman los partidarios del adventismo?
Supporters of Adventism are known as seventh-day Adventists.

cónchale
This expression is used in Venezuela, and indicates anger, admiration or surprise. In Mexico it is equivalent to wow.


